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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of determining a configuration for an audio processing operation; a
method of configuring a target device; and an apparatus and computer program arranged to carry out such method.

Background of the invention

[0002] As the size and form-factor of consumer equipment (such as handsets, mobile telephones, personal audio
players, radios, satellite navigation devices, televisions, home cinema systems, etc) becomes smaller, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to maintain the sonic performance at a reasonable level due to the use of small or micro speakers
in such equipment, especially as these speakers are often housed into small acoustic enclosures. The resulting loss of
acoustic performance often includes one or more of the following:

• "Honky" performance due to resonances within the speaker/enclosure combination and poor cabinet damping;
• Poor bass response due to use of small speakers, speaker apertures and enclosures;
• Inability to reproduce adequate loudness due to use of low battery voltages and small speakers in portable/mobile

equipment;
• Difficulty in listening to material in noisy environments due to excessive dynamic range;
• A reduced stereo image due to pairs of speakers being very close together; and
• Speech intelligibility may be lost or severely degraded.

[0003] Tuning such devices can be a long and challenging task, often requiring the skills of a "golden ear" expert. It
would be desirable to be able to reduce the time required and the skill level required for such tuning processes.
[0004] Moreover, there is often a limitation or restriction on the amount of processing (e.g. the amount of second order
filter sections) available for the audio processing. This is particularly true when power consumption by, and size of,
processing apparatus are to be kept as low as possible. Hence, it would be desirable to be able to improve the audio
quality achievable from such a limited processing capability. It would also be desirable to be able to provide quick and
simple means for being able to configure such a limited processing capability to achieve a desired audio processing
result whilst adhering to the limitations imposed on the processing resources available.
[0005] US2007/0025559 discloses an audio system installed in a listening space that includes a signal processor and
a plurality of loudspeakers. The audio system may be tuned with an automated audio tuning system to optimize the
sound output of the loudspeakers within the listening space.
[0006] EP1843635 discloses a method for adjusting a sound system to a target sound.
[0007] EP1986466 discloses a method for automated tuning of a sound system.
[0008] EP1001652 discloses a method for generating digital filters for equalizing a loudspeaker.
[0009] US5581621 discloses a system for automatically adjusting an audio system with a programmable parametric
equalizer.

Summary of the invention

[0010] According to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer-implemented method of determining
a configuration for an audio processing operation, wherein the audio processing operation comprises a predetermined
set of one or more audio processing sub-operations, each audio processing sub-operation being configurable with one
or more respective configuration parameters, the method comprising: specifying the predetermined set of one or more
audio processing sub-operations; specifying a target frequency response; and performing a convergent optimization
process to determine a configuration for the audio processing operation that reduces a difference between the frequency
response of the audio processing operation and the target frequency response, wherein the configuration comprises a
respective value for each configuration parameter of each audio processing sub-operation.
[0011] In this way, given a particular processing budget (e.g. an amount of resources on a digital signal processor),
a configuration for a particular audio processing operating may be determined automatically so as to best match a target
frequency response.
[0012] Specifying the target frequency response may comprise: specifying a plurality of initial frequency responses;
and combining the initial frequency responses to form the target frequency response. In this way, a single target frequency
response may be calculated and used for the optimization process. By combining multiple initial frequency responses
(i.e. combining multiple audio effects) fewer audio processing resources are required in comparison, say, to using a first
audio processing operation to achieve/apply a first effect (i.e. a first target frequency response), followed by using a
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second audio processing operation to achieve/apply a second effect (i.e. a second frequency response).
[0013] Specifying a plurality of initial frequency responses may comprise one or more of: (a) measuring a frequency
response of an audio device or of a room and using the measured frequency response as an initial frequency response;
(b) measuring a frequency response of an audio device or of a room and using an inverse of the measured frequency
response as an initial frequency response; (c) using a predetermined frequency response as an initial frequency response;
(d) allowing a user to modify a curve representing a frequency response to define a desired frequency response and
using the desired frequency response as an initial frequency response; and (e) using the frequency response of an audio
equalizer or of a combination of a plurality of audio equalizers as an initial frequency response.
[0014] Combining the initial frequency responses to form the target frequency response may comprise one or more
of: weighting one or more of the initial frequency responses; adding at least two initial frequency responses; subtracting
one initial frequency response from another initial frequency response; and using the frequency response defined by
one initial frequency response over a first range of frequencies and using the frequency response defined by another
initial frequency response over a second range of frequencies.
[0015] The specified target frequency response may be independent of the predetermined set of one or more audio
processing sub-operations. In this way, a desired target frequency response may be provided that is much more complex
(i.e. of a higher order) than actually achievable with the predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations.
However, the optimization process still attempts to determine a configuration for the audio processing operation, and
will still converge on a configuration for the audio processing operation, that substantially approximates or best matches
the target frequency response (at least as well as possible).
[0016] Performing a convergent optimization process may comprise: for an audio processing sub-operation: adjusting
one or more control settings related to that audio processing sub-operation to reduce a difference between the frequency
response of the audio processing operation and the target frequency response; and determining each configuration
parameter of that audio processing sub-operation as a respective function of at least one of the one or more control
settings related to that audio processing sub-operation. The use of control settings in this manner helps ensure that the
optimization process converges and outputs a suitable configuration for the audio processing operation. In contrast,
making adjustments directly on the configuration parameters often leads to unpredictable and chaotic changes of a
frequency response, which would make performing the optimization process substantially more difficult and less likely
to converge.
[0017] A control setting may correspond to an audio filter property adjustable by operation of an audio equalizer.
[0018] Preferably, for the or each control setting, a change in the frequency response of the respective audio processing
sub-operation caused by adjusting that control setting is monotonically related to the adjustment of that control setting.
[0019] Preferably, for the or each control setting, adjusting that control setting causes a substantially localized change
in the frequency response of the respective audio processing sub-operation.
[0020] Preferably, for the or each control setting, the magnitude of a change in the frequency response of the respective
audio processing sub-operation caused by adjusting that control setting is substantially proportional to the magnitude
of the adjustment of that control setting.
[0021] The method may comprise, after performing the convergent optimization process: allowing a user to modify
the target frequency response; and performing the convergent optimization process based on the modified target fre-
quency response. In this way, a user may interactively adjust the target frequency response and obtain new configurations
for the audio processing operation accordingly - i.e. a user can fine tune the configuration as necessary.
[0022] In one embodiment, one of the one or more audio processing sub-operations is an overall gain adjustment.
[0023] In one embodiment, one or more of the one or more audio processing sub-operations are filter sections. The
or each filter section may then be a second-order filter section having four configuration parameters and a predetermined
overall gain - the use of such four-coefficient biquads helps reduce the amount of processing resources required and
helps reduce the number of configuration parameters that need to be considered when performing the optimization
process (thereby reducing the time required to carry out the optimization and helping ensure the optimization process
will converge).
[0024] In one embodiment, the method also comprises: receiving input audio data; processing the input audio data
using the audio processing operation configured according to the determined configuration; and outputting the processed
input audio data. In this way, a user may listen to the sound effects resulting from the audio processing operation having
been configured based on the configuration that has been determined from the optimization process. The method may
then comprise, whilst performing the steps of receiving, processing and outputting: specifying a new target frequency
response; and performing the convergent optimization process to determine a new configuration for the audio processing
operation based on the new target frequency response, wherein the step of processing is then arranged to make use
of the new configuration. In this way, a user can interactively adjust the target frequency response and listen to the
results of the optimization process.
[0025] The difference between the frequency response of the audio processing operation and the target frequency
response may be a root-mean-squared error.
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[0026] The difference between the frequency response of the audio processing operation and the target frequency
response may be measured over a user-defined set of frequencies.
[0027] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer-implemented method of determining
a configuration for an audio processing operation, wherein the audio processing operation comprises a predetermined
set of one or more audio processing sub-operations, each audio processing sub-operation being configurable with one
or more respective configuration parameters, the method comprising: specifying the predetermined set of one or more
audio processing sub-operations; specifying a target phase response; and performing a convergent optimization process
to determine a configuration for the audio processing operation that reduces a difference between the phase response
of the audio processing operation and the target phase response, wherein the configuration comprises a respective
value for each configuration parameter of each audio processing sub-operation.
[0028] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer-implemented method of determining
a configuration for an audio processing operation, wherein the audio processing operation comprises a predetermined
set of one or more audio processing sub-operations, each audio processing sub-operation being configurable with one
or more respective configuration parameters, the method comprising: specifying the predetermined set of one or more
audio processing sub-operations; specifying a target frequency response; specifying a target phase response; and
performing a convergent optimization process to determine a configuration for the audio processing operation that
reduces (a) a difference between the frequency response of the audio processing operation and the target frequency
response and (b) a difference between the phase response of the audio processing operation and the target phase
response, wherein the configuration comprises a respective value for each configuration parameter of each audio
processing sub-operation.
[0029] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of configuring a target device, the
target device comprising an audio processing operation, wherein the audio processing operation comprises a predeter-
mined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations, each audio processing sub-operation being configurable
with one or more respective configuration parameters, the method comprising: determining a configuration for the audio
processing operation using any one of the above methods; and applying the determined configuration to the audio
processing operation of the target device.
[0030] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided an apparatus comprising a processor, the
processor being arranged to carry out any of the above methods.
[0031] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer program which, when executed by
a computer, carries out any of the above methods. The computer program may be carried on a data carrying medium
which may be a storage medium or a transmission medium.

Brief description of the drawings

[0032] Embodiments of the invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

Figure 1 schematically illustrates an example computer system according to an embodiment of the invention;
Figures 2a, 2b and 2c schematically illustrate example audio processing operations;
Figure 3 is a flowchart schematically illustrating a computer-implemented method of determining a configuration for
an audio processing operation according to an embodiment of the invention;
Figure 4 is a flowchart schematically illustrating the processing to specify a target frequency response for the audio
processing operation according to an embodiment of the invention;
Figures 5a and 5b together form a flowchart schematically illustrating the processing performed in one embodiment
of the invention to optimize configuration parameters for one or more audio processing sub-operations of an audio
processing operation; and
Figure 6 schematically illustrates an example frequency response for a second order filter section.

Detailed description of embodiments of the invention

[0033] In the description that follows and in the figures, certain embodiments of the invention are described. However,
it will be appreciated that the invention is not limited to the embodiments that are described and that some embodiments
may not include all of the features that are described below. It will be evident, however, that various modifications and
changes may be made herein without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the
appended claims.
[0034] Embodiments of the invention may be executed by a computer system. Figure 1 schematically illustrates an
example computer system 100 according to an embodiment of the invention. The system 100 comprises a computer
102. The computer 102 comprises: a storage medium 104, a memory 106, a processor 108, a storage medium interface
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110, an output interface 112, an input interface 114 and a network interface 116, which are all linked together over one
or more communication buses 118.
[0035] The storage medium 104 may be any form of non-volatile data storage device such as one or more of a hard
disk drive, a magnetic disc, an optical disc, a ROM, etc. The storage medium 104 may store an operating system for
the processor 108 to execute in order for the computer 102 to function. The storage medium 104 may also store one or
more computer programs (or software or instructions or code) that form part of an embodiment of the invention.
[0036] The memory 106 may be any random access memory (storage unit or volatile storage medium) suitable for
storing data and/or computer programs (or software or instructions or code) that form part of an embodiment of the
invention.
[0037] The processor 108 may be any data processing unit suitable for executing one or more computer programs
(such as those stored on the storage medium 104 and/or in the memory 106) which have instructions that, when executed
by the processor 108, cause the processor 108 to carry out a method according to an embodiment of the invention and
configure the system 100 to be a system according to an embodiment of the invention. The processor 108 may comprise
a single data processing unit or multiple data processing units operating in parallel, in cooperation with each other, or
independently of each other. The processor 108, in carrying out data processing operations for embodiments of the
invention, may store data to and/or read data from the storage medium 104 and/or the memory 106.
[0038] The storage medium interface 110 may be any unit for providing an interface to a data storage device 122
external to, or removable from, the computer 102. The data storage device 122 may be, for example, one or more of an
optical disc, a magnetic disc, a solid-state-storage device, etc. The storage medium interface 110 may therefore read
data from, or write data to, the data storage device 122 in accordance with one or more commands that it receives from
the processor 108.
[0039] The input interface 114 is arranged to receive one or more inputs the system 100. For example, the input may
comprise input received from a user, or operator, of the system 100; the input may comprise input received from a device
external to or forming part of the system 100. A user may provide input via one or more input devices of the system 100,
such as a mouse (or other pointing device) 126 and/or a keyboard 124, that are connected to, or in communication with,
the input interface 114. However, it will be appreciated that the user may provide input to the computer 102 via one or
more additional or alternative input devices. The system may comprise a microphone 125 (or other audio transceiver
or audio input device) connected to, or in communication with, the input interface 114, the microphone 125 being capable
of providing a signal to the input interface 114 that represents audio data (or an audio signal). The computer 102 may
store the input received from the/each input device 124, 125, 126 via the input interface 114 in the memory 106 for the
processor 108 to subsequently access and process, or may pass it straight to the processor 108, so that the processor
108 can respond to the input accordingly.
[0040] The output interface 112 may be arranged to provide a graphical/visual output to a user, or operator, of the
system 100. As such, the processor 108 may be arranged to instruct the output interface 112 to form an image/video
signal representing a desired graphical output, and to provide this signal to a monitor (or screen or display unit) 120 of
the system 100 that is connected to the output interface 112. Additionally, or alternatively, the output interface 112 may
be arranged to provide an audio output to a user, or operator, of the system 100. As such, the processor 108 may be
arranged to instruct the output interface 112 to form an audio signal representing a desired audio output, and to provide
this signal to one or more speakers 121 of the system 100 that is/are connected to the output interface 112.
[0041] Finally, the network interface 116 provides functionality for the computer 102 to download data from and/or
upload data to one or more data communication networks (such as the Internet or a local area network).
[0042] It will be appreciated that the architecture of the system 100 illustrated in figure 1 and described above is merely
exemplary and that other computer systems 100 with different architectures and additional and/or alternative components
may be used in embodiments of the invention. For example, some or all of the input devices (e.g. the keyboard 124, the
microphone 125 and the mouse 126) and/or the output devices (e.g. the monitor 120 and the speaker 121) may be
integral with the computer 102, whilst others may be peripheral devices communicatively coupled to the computer 102
(e.g. via a cable and/or wirelessly).
[0043] Embodiments of the invention are concerned with determining a configuration of an audio processing operation
(or an audio processing function or procedure). Figures 2a, 2b and 2c schematically illustrate example audio processing
operations 200. An audio processing operation 200 provides functionality or processing that receives input audio data
250, processes that input audio data 250 and outputs processed audio data 252. The input audio data 250 may take a
variety of forms, such as: (i) a data stream (e.g. for realtime processing of audio), which could be based, for example,
on audio input to the computer 102 via the microphone 125; or (ii) a data file stored on the storage medium 104 or in
the memory 106. The output audio data 252 may subsequently be stored, for example on the storage medium 104 or
in the memory 106 and/or may be played out via the speakers 121.
[0044] The audio processing operation 200 comprises one or more audio processing sub-operations 202, which may
be viewed as discrete functional subunits or processing blocks making up the audio processing operation 200 and which
are arranged to perform their own respective audio processing functionality. In figures 2a, 2b and 2c, the audio processing
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sub-operations 202 are shown in series (i.e. the output of one audio processing sub-operation 202 forms the input to
another audio processing sub-operation 202 in the sequence of audio processing sub-operations). However, this need
not necessarily be the case and the audio processing operation 200 may make use of more complex arrangements of
audio processing sub-operations 202. In figure 2a, five audio processing sub-operations 202 are shown; in figure 2b,
four audio processing sub-operations 202 are shown; and in figure 2c, three audio processing sub-operations 202 are
shown. However, it will be appreciated that in embodiments of the invention, the audio processing operation may make
use of any number N of audio processing sub-operations 202 where N≥1. Preferably, there is a plurality of audio processing
sub-operations 202 as this improves the quality of audio processing achieved. An audio processing operation 200 may
be implemented as hardware (e.g. an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) or a digital signal processor (DSP) device), as software or as a combination of hardware and software, and an
audio processing sub-operation 202 may therefore be an amount of hardware (e.g. an amount of resources of a digital
signal processor chip) or software (e.g. a computer program function or subroutine).
[0045] In figure 2a, the first four audio processing sub-operations 202 are second order filter sections (or biquads)
and the final audio processing sub-operation 202 is a gain controller. In general, a second order filter section is a digital
filter whose transfer function, in the Z domain, is the ratio of two quadratic functions, namely: 

so that the output data sequence y(n) from that second order filter section depends on the data sequence x(n) input to
that second order filter section as follows: 

[0046] There are many well-known ways of implementing a second order filter section in hardware and software and
they shall therefore not be described in detail herein.
[0047] As can be seen from the above, in general a second order filter section has five coefficients: a1, a2, b0, b1, b2.
These coefficients may be set according to the frequency response of a desired filter.
[0048] Four-coefficient second order filter sections may be used instead as follows. The transfer function, in the Z
domain, of a four-coefficient second order filter section may be: 

so that the output data sequence y(n) from that four-coefficient second order filter section depends on the data sequence
x(n) input to the four-coefficient second order filter section as follows:

[0049] Effectively, coefficient b0 has been set to 1, but it will be appreciated that it could be set to some other fixed value.

[0050] A sequence of K five-coefficient second order filter sections with their respective coefficients     

   (for k=1...K) may be implemented as (a) a sequence of K four-coefficient second order filter sections with

respective coefficients        (where  and  for k=1...K) together with (b) a

gain controller with a gain coefficient  (i.e. an audio processing sub-operation 202 that simply scales

an input sample x(n) to form an output sample y(n)=gx(n)). In this way, fewer coefficients need to be considered. In
particular, implementing an audio processing operation 200 as a sequence of K five-coefficient second order filter sections
makes use of 5K coefficients whilst implementing the same audio processing operation 200 as a sequence of K four-
coefficient second order filter sections together with a gain controller makes use of 4K+1 coefficients.

[0051] Similarly, a sequence of K five-coefficient second order filter sections with their respective coefficients 
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       (for k=1...K) may be implemented as (a) a sequence of K-1 four-coefficient second order filter

sections with respective coefficients        (where  and  for k=1...K-1) together

with (b) a five-coefficient second order filter section with coefficients          (where 

 and  where  ). Again, this implementation of the audio processing operation

200 makes use of only 4K+1 coefficients.
[0052] It will be appreciated that other ways of implementing a sequence of K five-coefficient second order filter sections
with one or more four-coefficient second order filter sections is possible.
[0053] The example audio processing operation 200 in figure 2a therefore preferably makes use of a sequence of
four-coefficient second order filter sections together with a gain controller as its audio processing sub-operations 202.
Whilst the gain controller audio processing sub-operation 202 has been shown as the final audio processing sub-operation
202 in figure 2a, it will be appreciated that this need not be the case and that the gain controller audio processing sub-
operation 202 may be placed at any part of the chain of audio processing sub-operations 202 of figure 2a. The use of
four-coefficient second order filterer sections in this way instead of five-coefficient second order filter sections means
that fewer coefficients need to be calculated and set, which makes configuring the audio processing operation 200
quicker and easier.
[0054] Embodiments of the invention are not limited to the use of second order filter sections. Therefore, in figure 2b,
the first three audio processing sub-operations 202 are filter sections of order w, x and y respectively, where w, x and
y are any positive integers and may or may not be the same as each other. Each filter section will have its own respective
set of coefficients. The final audio processing sub-operation 202 is (as in figure 2a) a gain controller, but it will be
appreciated that the use of a gain controller is optional (in a similar manner to what has been described above for figure 2a).
[0055] The audio processing sub-operations 202 may be any form of audio processing functionality and need not be
implemented as an r-th order filter section for some positive integer r. The audio processing sub-operations 202 shown
in figure 2c are shown generally as example audio processing units of a bell filter, a low pass filter and a shelf filter.
Whilst some of these may be implemented as respective r-th order filter sections, this need not be the case. It will be
appreciated that other types of audio processing functionality (e.g. high pass filter, band-pass filter, etc.) may be provided
by an audio processing sub-operation 202.
[0056] In general, then, an audio processing operation 200 comprises a set of one or more audio processing sub-
operations 202. Each audio processing sub-operation 202 is configurable with one or more respective configuration
parameters (or variables) - a configuration parameter of an audio processing sub-operation 202 determines (at least in
part) the particular audio processing functionality provided by that audio processing sub-operation 202. For example: a
five-coefficient second order filter section has five configuration parameters, namely the five coefficients a1, a2, b0, b1,
b2; a four-coefficient second order filter section has four configuration parameters, namely the four coefficients a1, a2,
b1, b2; a gain controller has a single configuration parameter, namely the gain value g; a general r-th order filter section
will have a corresponding number of coefficients (in a similar manner to the second order filter section) and these form
the configuration parameters for that r-th order filter section; and when not implemented as a r-th order filter section,
filters such as a bell-filter, a low-pass, band-pass, high-pass filter and shelf filter have at least one or more of frequency,
gain and Q as their configuration parameters.
[0057] Embodiments of the invention are particularly concerned with an audio processing operation 200 that comprises
a predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations 202. For example, a manufacturer of a consumer
electronics device (such as a mobile telephone, a television, an MP3 player or a home cinema system) may provide
only a predetermined limited number of biquads for the audio processing to generate output audio from the device,
particularly when the amount of hardware/silicon used in, and the power consumption of, the device are to be kept to a
minimum. As another example, a software application may only have limited processing time available for performing
audio processing and hence the audio processing software may comprise a predetermined sequence of audio processing
functions. In other words, there may be limitations or constraints on the hardware or software or time available for
performing an audio processing operation and hence an audio processing operation 200 may be restricted to a prede-
termined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations 202. This is not to say that the configuration parameters
of the audio processing sub-operations 202 themselves are predetermined, only that the type and number (and possibly
the order/structure) of the audio processing sub-operations 202 is predetermined (e.g. specific configurable hardware
resources are available for use in the audio processing operation 200 and/or specific configurable software functions
are available for use in the audio processing operation 200).
[0058] Embodiments of the invention are then concerned with determining a configuration for the audio processing
operation 200 (and then possibly configuring a target device accordingly), the configuration comprising a respective
value for each configuration parameter of the/each audio processing sub-operation 202 of the predetermined set of
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audio processing sub-operations 202. For example, it may be desirable to "tune" the device (mobile telephone, television,
MP3 player, home cinema system, etc.) or the software application that makes use of (or implements or realises) the
audio processing operation 200 so as to achieve a certain sound effect - the tuning then involves determining specific
values for the configuration parameters of the/each audio processing sub-operation 202.
[0059] Figure 3 is a flowchart schematically illustrating a computer-implemented method 300 of determining a config-
uration of an audio processing operation 200 according to an embodiment of the invention. This method may be embodied
in a computer program (or configuration determination software application) to be executed by the processor 108 of the
computer 102. However, it will be appreciated that the computer 102 is not necessarily the target device that is ultimately
to carry out the audio processing operation 200 - for example, a laptop or personal computer 102 may be used to execute
this application to calculate the configuration for an audio processing operation 200 of a target mobile telephone, with
the mobile telephone then being configured subsequently according to the calculated configuration. The software ap-
plication being executed by the processor 108 may present the operator of the computer 102 with a user interface
(displayed on the monitor 120) via which selections or input may be provided from the user to the application and via
which information may be displayed to the user. The user interface may make use of any well-known input/output
components (e.g. drop-down menus, drag-and-drop movement of items, etc.).
[0060] At a step S302, a model or budget for the audio processing operation 200 is specified, i.e. the make-up of the
predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations 202 for the audio processing operation 200 is
specified. For the example audio processing operation 200 of figure 2a, this may involve specifying that a sequence of
four four-coefficient biquads and a gain controller is to be used; for the example audio processing operation 200 of figure
2b, this may involve specifying that a sequence of a w-th order filter section, an x-th order filter section, a y-th order filter
section and a gain controller is to be used; and for the example audio processing operation 200 of figure 2c, this may
involve specifying that a sequence of a particular implementation of a bell filter, a particular implementation of a low
pass filter and a particular implementation of a shelf filter is to be used. In other words, the hardware resources (e.g.
processing resources of a digital signal processing chip) and/or the software functions available for carrying out (or
implementing) the audio processing operation 200 is specified. At the step S302, the configuration parameters available
for configuring the one or more audio processing sub-operations are specified or identified (although their actual values
are not determined/specified yet). Essentially, the information provided at the step S302 enables the configuration
determination application to simulate or model the audio processing operation 200 (with its predetermined set of audio
processing sub-operations 202) and then configure and test the simulated audio processing operation 200, i.e. so that
specific configurations for the audio processing operation 200 may be tested and adjusted accordingly to match the
requirements of an operator of the configuration determination application. The operator may provide this model infor-
mation to the configuration determination application via the user interface in a variety of ways (e.g. by selecting audio
processing sub-operations 202 from a drop-down list of known audio processing sub-operations 202, selecting their
number and their order, etc.).
[0061] At a step S304, a target frequency response for the audio processing operation 200 is specified. Methods of
doing this shall be described later with reference to figure 4.
[0062] At a step S306, a convergent optimization process is performed to determine a configuration for the audio
processing operation 200. The configuration is "optimized" in that the use of this configuration (i.e. the setting of the
configuration parameters of the audio processing sub-operations 202 to the values specified by the configuration) reduces
(and ideally minimizes) a difference between the frequency response of the audio processing operation 200 and the
target frequency response. Methods of doing this shall be described later with reference to figures 5a and 5b.
[0063] The step S306 may include displaying (on the display 120) a representation of the target frequency response
together with a representation of the frequency response of the audio processing operation 200 if the audio processing
operation 200 were to be configured with the determined configuration (i.e. if the configuration parameters for the/each
audio processing sub-operation 202 were set to the respective values of the determined configuration). In this way, the
operator can gauge how well the optimization process has matched the frequency response of the configured audio
processing operation 200 to the target frequency response. A metric indicating the size of the difference between these
two frequency responses may also be displayed (e.g. a root-mean-squared error between the two frequency responses).
The operator can thus check whether he is satisfied with the determined configuration.
[0064] After the step S306, the configuration has been determined and the processing 300 may stop there.
[0065] However, in some embodiments of the invention, the method 300 includes a step S308 at which the audio
processing operation 200 is implemented/simulated by the configuration determination application (or some other ap-
plication) and then configured with the configuration determined at the step S306 (i.e. the configuration parameters for
the/each audio processing sub-operation 202 are set to the respective values of the determined configuration). The
configured audio processing operation 200 is then used to process input audio data 250 so as to output processed audio
data 252. In this way, a user may listen to the sound effects produced by configuring the audio processing operation
200 and can check whether he is satisfied with the determined configuration.
[0066] Additionally and/or alternatively, the method 300 may include a step S310 at which a user may adjust the target
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frequency response. For example, the user may consider the determined configuration to be not to his liking (e.g. by
listening to the processed audio data 252 output at the step S308 or by comparing a display of the target frequency
response with a display of the actually achieved frequency response of the audio processing operation 200) and may
therefore modify the target frequency response accordingly or may specify a new target frequency response.
[0067] Thus, a software application according to an embodiment of the invention that implements the method 300
may: implement the steps S302, S304 and S310 as one thread/process with which the user may interact via the user
interface to specify and/or modify the model for the audio processing operation 200 and/or the target frequency response;
implement the step S306 as another thread/process that performs the optimization upon receipt/detection of a new (or
updated) model for the audio processing operation 200 and/or a new (or updated) target frequency response; and
implement the step S308 as another thread/process that makes use of the configuration to perform audio processing.
[0068] Figure 4 is a flowchart schematically illustrating the processing performed in one embodiment of the invention
at the step S304 of the method 300 of figure 3, i.e. the processing to specify a target frequency response for the audio
processing operation 200.
[0069] At a step S400, a frequency response may be measured (e.g. a frequency response of a room, of an audio
output device, etc.). As an example, the frequency response of a speaker 121 may be measured by providing a pink
noise signal to the speaker 121 for the speaker 121 to output - the actual audio output by the speaker 121 may then be
received at the microphone 125 and a corresponding input audio signal may then be provided to the processor 108. The
processor 108 may then determine the frequency response of the speaker 121 from the audio signal received from the
microphone 125. Determination of the frequency response is well-known and shall not be described herein. Processing
may then continue at a step S402 at which the frequency response measured at the step S400 is inverted to form a
target frequency response that compensates for the characteristics of the measured room/device/etc.
[0070] Additionally, or alternatively, the step S304 may include a step S404 at which a predetermined frequency
response is specified as a target frequency response. For example, a frequency response dictated by a specific target
application, by a standards body or by listening tests may be specified.
[0071] Additionally, or alternatively, the step S304 may include a step S406 at which a user may interactively specify
a target frequency response. For example, the user may be provided with an interface showing a plot of gain (or amplitude)
vs log-frequency on which the user may define a log-frequency vs gain curve. In other words, at the step S406, the user
may be allowed to modify a curve representing a frequency response to define a desired frequency response. Methods
of defining such a target frequency response are well known and shall not be described herein.
[0072] Additionally, or alternatively, the step S304 may include a step S408 at which a traditional graphic equalizer or
a traditional parametric equalizer may be synthesised/simulated (allowing the user to adjust the various controls of that
graphic equalizer or of that parametric equalizer) and the frequency response of that traditional graphic equalizer or of
that traditional parametric equalizer may be calculated to provide a target frequency response. Traditional graphic
equalizers and traditional parametric equalizers and their various respective controls are well-known and shall therefore
not be described in detail herein. However, it will be appreciated that other kinds of audio equalizers may be used (such
as bell, shelf, filter, etc.) and that the step S408 may involve using the frequency response of any audio equalizer or of
a combination of audio equalizers as a target frequency response.
[0073] In some embodiments of the invention, a single target frequency response is provided by just one of the steps
S400, S402, S404, S406 and S408. However, in some embodiments of the invention, one or more of the steps S400,
S402, S404, S406 and S408 may be used individually or collectively to specify a plurality of initial frequency responses.
A step S410 may then be used at which the initial frequency responses are combined to form the actual target frequency
response that is to be used. Performing this combination may comprise one or more of: weighting one or more of the
initial target frequency responses (i.e. multiplying it by a respective weight); adding at least two (possibly weighted) initial
frequency responses; subtracting one (possibly weighted) initial frequency response from another (possibly weighted)
initial frequency response; and using the frequency response defined by one (possibly weighted) initial frequency re-
sponse over a first range of frequencies and using the frequency response defined by another (possibly weighted) initial
frequency response over a second range of frequencies - such operations may, of course, be cascaded to form a series
of combinations based on initial frequency responses and intermediate combination results. It will, however, be appre-
ciated that other forms of combination may be used.
[0074] The use of the step S410 to combine a plurality of initial frequency responses so as to generate a single target
frequency response helps save the number of audio processing sub-operations 202 that would be required to achieve
a desired effect. Traditionally, one would configure a first audio processing operation based on a first initial frequency
response, then configure a second audio processing operation (which processes the output from the first audio processing
operation) based on a second initial frequency response, then configure a third audio processing operation (which
processes the output from the second audio processing operation) based on a third initial frequency response, etc. Such
an approach requires a significantly larger amount of processing resources than required by the approach taken when
using the step S410 of figure 4. Thus, the predetermined set of audio processing sub-operations 202 may be smaller
than previously required whilst still providing the same audio processing functionality as previously provided. Viewed
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another way, for a given predetermined set of audio processing sub-operations 202, the use of the step S410 of figure
4 enables more audio processing functionality to be achieved (e.g. a layering of multiple sound effects/equalization/etc.
can be implemented, such as frequency response equalization, bass enhancement, dynamic range control, aesthetic
effects such as stereo widening).
[0075] It will be appreciated that embodiments of the invention may use any other suitable means by which a user
may indicate (either directly or indirectly) a target frequency response. Additionally, it will be appreciated that the con-
figuration determination application may present the user with a user interface having any suitable controls for determining
or setting the target frequency response, such as controls to enable the user to: define and/or modify a log-frequency
vs gain plot to specify a frequency response; specify a predetermined frequency response from a list of predetermined
frequency responses; open a file storing data specifying a frequency response; make a selection of how multiple frequency
response are to be combined; etc.
[0076] Additionally, it will be appreciated that the target frequency response specified at the step S304 may be com-
pletely independent of the predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations 202. For example, the
target frequency response may be much more complex (i.e. of a higher order) than the frequency response achievable
with the predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations 202 (no matter what values are assigned
to the configuration parameters of the one or more audio processing sub-operations 202). The aim, though, is for the
optimization process at the step S306 to try to make the frequency response of the audio processing operation 200
approximate as well as possible the target frequency response by determining values for the control parameters of
the/each audio processing sub-operation 202.
[0077] Figures 5a and 5b together form a flowchart schematically illustrating the processing performed in one embod-
iment of the invention at the step S306 of the method 300 of figure 3, i.e. the processing to optimize the configuration
parameters for the one or more audio processing sub-operations 202 of the audio processing operation 200.
[0078] For many audio processing sub-operations 202, a corresponding configuration parameter exhibits one or more
of the following properties: (a) it is not "monotonic" (i.e. the frequency response of the audio processing sub-operation
202 does not change monotonically as the configuration parameter is increased or decreased); (b) it is not "local" (i.e.
the frequency response of the audio processing sub-operation 202 undergoes substantial changes over a broad range
of frequencies as the configuration parameter is changed, or, put another way, the change to the frequency response
of the audio processing sub-operation 202 induced by changing the configuration parameter is not restricted to a limited
range of frequencies); and (c) it is not "proportional" (i.e. the change of the frequency response of the audio processing
sub-operation 202 is not proportional to the change of the configuration parameter). As such, performing optimization
directly on the configuration parameters themselves is difficult and time consuming and, in some circumstances, such
an optimization process would not converge to a suitable set of values for the configuration parameters (an optimization
process converges, or is convergent, if it is guaranteed to terminate having determined a stable set of values for the
variables it is optimizing).
[0079] For example, the configuration parameters a1, a2, (b0), b1 and b2 for a second order filter section are highly
non-monotonic, non-local and non-proportional, making achievement of a desired frequency response by directly ad-
justing these configuration parameters very difficult.
[0080] Consequently, preferred embodiments of the invention perform the optimization process at the step S306 by
varying or adjusting respective "control values" or "control settings" that are related to the/each audio processing sub-
operation 202 and from which the respective configuration parameters for the/each audio processing sub-operation 202
may be calculated or determined. The optimization process therefore determines a set of values for the control settings
that reduces (or attempts to minimize) a difference between the target frequency response and the frequency response
of the audio processing operation 200 when the configuration parameters of the/each audio processing sub-operation
202 are set based on the determined values for the control settings. Once the values for the control settings have been
determined, they may be mapped to respective values for the control parameters - these values for the control parameters
then form the configuration to be the output of the step S306.
[0081] As such, a control setting should preferably be one or more of:

(a) monotonic (so that the frequency response of the audio processing sub-operation 202 changes monotonically
as the value of the control setting is increased or decreased); (b) local (so that the frequency response of the audio
processing sub-operation 202 only undergoes substantial changes over a limited range of frequencies as the value
of the control setting is changed, i.e. only substantially localized changes in the frequency response are induced by
changes to the value of the control setting); and (c) proportional (so that the magnitude of the change of the frequency
response of the audio processing sub-operation 202 is substantially proportional to the magnitude of the change in
value of the control setting). The use of such control settings, and the optimization based on varying such control
settings, ensures that the optimization process will converge to a suitable set of values of the control settings (from
which a suitable set of configuration parameters may then be determined).
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[0082] Suitable example control settings therefore include ones that correspond to a property adjustable by operation
of a traditional graphic equalizer (for example, the gain at one or more particular frequencies) or ones that correspond
to a property adjustable by operation of a traditional parametric equalizer (for example: gain, frequency and Q). Such
control settings were implemented on the traditional graphic or parametric equalizers due to their monotonic, local and
proportional properties which makes them understandable by human operators. These properties are exploited by the
optimization performed at the step S306 by some embodiments of the invention. However, it will be appreciated that
other monotonic, local and proportional control settings may be used additionally or alternatively in other embodiments
of the invention (such as a property adjustable by user operation of any traditional audio equalizer).
[0083] Embodiments of the invention preferably make use of a series of one or more four-coefficient biquads together
with a gain controller as the predetermined set of audio processing sub-operations 202 (as illustrated in figure 2a). A
convergent optimization process shall therefore be described below with reference to such a predetermined set of audio
processing sub-operations 202. However, it will be appreciated that similar optimization processes may be used with
different audio processing sub-operations 202 and that the method described below applies analogously to those other
audio processing sub-operations 202, their configuration parameters and associated control settings.
[0084] For each four-coefficient bi-quad, the following four control settings are used are: gain (G); frequency (f); Q;
and tilt (T). Gain, frequency and Q are the controls used for a traditional bell or presence filter (as are well-known in this
field of technology). Tilt represents the difference in amplitude/gain between the flat portions the frequency response
either side of the frequency of the bell. This is illustrated schematically in figure 6. Gain (G), frequency (f) and Q are
control settings which are normally user-controllable on a traditional parametric equalizer. A traditional parametric equal-
izer does not allow a user to adjust the tilt (T) of a bell filter as this is usually difficult for a user to control reliably or
intuitively. These four control settings adjust the overall shape of the frequency response of the second order filter section
(as can be seen in figure 6). However, the overall gain (i.e. the relative "height" of the whole frequency response curve
up/down the amplitude axis in figure 6) is not determined by these four control settings - this is the purpose of the final
gain controller audio processing sub-operation 202.
[0085] The control settings G, f, Q and T are monotonic, local and proportional. They are related to the coefficients of
a five-coefficient second order filter section (i.e. a1, a2, b0, b1, b2) as the discussed below. The determination of the
coefficients of a four-coefficient second order filter section (i.e. a1, a2, b1, b2) together with the gain of an overall gain
controller so as to achieve the same frequency response as a five-coefficient second order filter section has been
described above.
[0086] The following inputs are used:

• Q - the ordinary bell Q
• gain_db - the ordinary bell gain in dB - this is the same as gain (G) above
• shelf_db - the gain in dB of an ordinary shelf (namely the difference between gain at DC and gain at half the audio

sampling frequency) - this is the same as tilt (T) above
• frequency - the ordinary bell frequency - this is the same as frequency (f) above
• sampling_rate - the digital audio sampling frequency

[0087] The following outputs are determined:

• b0, b1, b2 - i.e. the three feed forward coefficients of the second order filter section
• a1, a2 - i.e. the two feedback coefficients of the second order filter section

[0088] The following intermediate variables/values are used:

• gainlin - a linear gain of an ordinary bell
• shelflin - a linear gain of an ordinary shelf
• af - a bell angular frequency
• tz - tan half angular frequency of zeros
• tp - tan half angular frequency of poles
• gz - gain of zeros
• gp - gain of poles

[0089] Then, to calculate the coefficients of a five-coefficient second order filter section (i.e. a1, a2, b0, b1, b2) based
on the control settings of G, f, Q and T, the following calculation may be performed:

Set gainlin = 10(gain_db/20) to convert the dB gain gain_db to a linear gain gainlin.
Set shelflin = 10(shelf_db/20) to convert the dB gain shelf_db to a linear gain shelflin.
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[0090] Then, if gain_db ≥ 0, set  and  otherwise if gain_db < 0, set

 and  

[0091] Then: 

[0092] Therefore, if suitable values for the control settings G, f, Q and T can be determined for a four-coefficient second
order filter section as an audio processing sub-operation 202, then the four configuration parameters for that audio
processing sub-operation 202 (i.e. the four coefficients a1, a2, b1, b2) may be set accordingly by mapping (or transforming
or converting) G, f, Q and T to a1, a2, b1, b2 via the above equations. It will be appreciated that the above is merely an
example of how to determine a1, a2, b1, b2 and that the explicit calculation of one or more intermediate values need not
be carried out.
[0093] In some embodiments, the control setting of tilt (T) is not used (i.e. the value of T may be set to a predetermined
value, usually 0). The set of control settings used by the optimization process (i.e. G, f and Q) would then be the same
as the controls that a user may adjust on a traditional parametric equalizer. However, the use of the control setting of
tilt (T) enables much greater flexibility in determining and calculating the configuration parameters for the audio processing
sub-operations 202 and can help vastly reduce the actual number of audio processing sub-operations 202 that are
required to a particular audio effect (i.e. better/more audio effects are achievable for a fixed number of audio processing
sub-operations 202; or a smaller number of audio processing sub-operations 202 are required for a given quality of
audio effect). In the example, described below, the value of tilt (T) is used as a control setting.
[0094] The optimization process performed at the step S304 involves performing a predetermined number of iterations.
This helps ensure that the optimization process will converge to a final result. Each iteration involves testing different
values for the various control settings. Therefore, for each iteration and for each of the control settings G, f, Q and T
there is a corresponding δ-value (namely δG, δf, δQ, δT) which represents how much the value for that control setting
may be changed at the current iteration. If there are multiple second order filter section audio processing sub-operations
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202, then the control settings for each second order filter section audio processing sub-operation 202 may have their
own respective δ-value (i.e. one second order filter section audio processing sub-operation 202 may have its own δ-
values for its G, f, Q and T control settings whilst another second order filter section audio processing sub-operation
202 may have its own potentially different δ-values for its G, f, Q and T control settings). Alternatively, there may be a
respective single δ-value for each type of control setting (i.e. a single δG, δf, δQ, δT) and that single δ-value may apply
across each second order filter section audio processing sub-operation 202. At an iteration, the values to be tested for
the control setting G of a second order filter section are G, G+δG and G-δG. It will be appreciated, however, that other
values may be tested for the control setting G, such as G, G+0.5δG, G+δG, G-0.5δG and G-δG. Analogous values are
tested for the other control settings.
[0095] Turning, then, to figure 5a, the processing at the step S306 begins at a step S500 at which values for the control
settings for the/each audio processing sub-operation 202 are initialised. The control settings may be initialised to any
values. The initial values for the control settings for one second order filter section may be the same as or may be
different from the initial values for the control settings for another second order filter section. Additionally, at the step
S500, the δ-values for the control settings of are initialised. Again, the initialisation values for the δ-values may be any
suitable values - the larger the initial values the large the possible changes that can be made to the control settings and
potentially a better fit to the target frequency response can be achieved.
[0096] At a step S502, a counter CNT is initialised to the value 1 and a Boolean variable/flag CHNG is initialised to
the value FALSE. The use of CNT and CHNG shall be described in more detail below.
[0097] At a step S504, a first one of the second order filter section audio processing sub-operations 202 is selected.
[0098] At a step S506, n-tuples (i.e. a set of n values) of test-values for the control settings of the selected second
order filter section audio processing sub-operation 202 are identified. An n-tuple of test-values for the control settings
comprises, for each control setting, a corresponding test-value (so that n equals the number of control settings for that
audio processing sub-operation 202). For example, an n-tuple of test-values may be of the form of a 4-tuple (or vector
with four elements) comprising a test value tG for G, a test value tf for f, a test value tQ for Q and a test value tT for T,
i.e. the n-tuple is the vector (tG, tf, tQ, tT).
[0099] Given the different values of each control setting to be tested (as mentioned above), there will be
3number_of_control_settings = 34 = 81 4-tuples for the selected second order filter section audio processing sub-operation
202. These may be determined as follows: the m-th 4-tuple (m=1...81) is the vector (tG, tf, tQ, tT), where 

and where G, f, Q and T are the current values for the control settings for the selected second order filter section audio
processing sub-operation 202. In this way, all possible values of a control setting without modification by its δ-value or
with an increment or a decrement by its δ-value are tried in combination with the analogous possible values for the other
control settings.
[0100] At a step S508, each of the identified n-tuples of values for the control settings is tested. In particular, for each
n-tuple:

(a) Corresponding values for the configuration parameters for the selected second order filter section audio process-
ing sub-operation 202 are determined by mapping the respective control settings of the n-tuple to configuration
parameters.
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(b) For each other audio processing sub-operation 202, its current control setting values are used in an analogous
manner to determine configuration parameters for that audio processing sub-operation 202.
(c) The frequency response of (or achieved by) the resulting audio processing operation 200 is calculated (by
methods well known in this field of technology), i.e. when the audio processing sub-operations 202 are configured
with their respective configuration parameters.
(d) A difference between the calculated frequency response and the target frequency response is calculated. This
difference may be determined in many ways but preferred embodiments calculate the root-mean-squared (RMS)
error between the target frequency response and the calculated frequency response in the log-frequency vs ampli-
tude/gain domain, or, even more preferably, in the log-frequency vs log-amplitude/gain domain as shown in figure
6 (since using decibels for gain instead of using linear gain usually provides for better comparisons). In some
embodiments of the invention, the user interface that the configuration determination application provides to the
operator may allow the operator to set a particular range of frequencies over which the difference is to be calculated
(e.g. to gate off, or ignore, the difference in frequency response at certain frequencies that may be of no interest to
the operator).

[0101] When calculating the difference based on the RMS error between the target frequency response and the
calculated frequency response, advantage may be taken of the fact that an RMS difference between two sets of data
(in this case, the target frequency response and the calculated/achieved frequency response) is a minimum when the
individual means of the two sets of data are equal. Thus, the step S508 may also involve, for each n-tuple:

• calculating the mean (mT) of the target frequency response (it will be appreciated that this needs only be performed
once for the entire optimization as the mean (mT) does not change during the optimization process - the calculated
mean (mT) can then be reused when necessary);

• calculating the mean (mA) of the frequency response achieved when (i) each biquad in the series of one or more
four-coefficient biquads is configured with its respective configuration parameters (as determined at steps (a) and
(b) above) and (ii) the gain g for the gain controller is set to unity;

• setting the gain g for the gain controller to be (mT - mA) - doing this ensures that the mean of the frequency response
achieved from the audio processing operation 200 will be equal to the mean of the target frequency response; and

• then calculating the RMS difference.

[0102] In this way, the configuration parameter (i.e. gain) for the gain controller audio processing sub-operation 202
is determined.
[0103] At a step S510, the n-tuple which led to the smallest calculated difference/error is chosen and the control
settings for the selected second order filter section audio processing sub-operation 202 are set to the corresponding
values from this n-tuple. If this involves a change in a value for one or more of the control settings for the selected second
order filter section audio processing sub-operation 202 then the Boolean flag CHNG is set to the value TRUE. Hence,
the Boolean flag indicates whether a change in control settings for one of the audio processing sub-operations 202 has
been implemented.
[0104] At a step S512, a determination is made as to whether there is another second order filter section audio
processing sub-operation 202 to select; if so, processing returns to the step S504 at which the next second order filter
section audio processing sub-operation 202 is selected so that its control settings may be tested and possibly adjusted;
otherwise, processing continues at a step S514.
[0105] At the step S514, a determination is made as to whether the counter CNT has the value 1. The counter CNT
will have a value 1 if this is the first time that the control settings have been adjusted/determined for the present iteration
of the optimization process. If CNT has a value 1, then processing continues at a step S520; otherwise processing
continues at a step S516.
[0106] At the step S520, the value of the counter CNT is incremented and the Boolean flag CHNG is reset to be FALSE.
[0107] At the step S516, a determination is made as to whether the Boolean flag CHNG is FALSE. The Boolean flag
CHNG will only be FALSE if the most recent execution of the steps S504-S512 for the whole set of second order filter
section audio processing sub-operations 202 has not resulted in a change of any control settings. Thus, if no change
has occurred then there is no need to re-try the steps S504-S512 for the whole set of second order filter section audio
processing sub-operations 202 to determine new control setting values for the present iteration - hence, processing
continues at a step S524. Otherwise, if a change has occurred to at least one of the control settings then processing
continues at a step S518.
[0108] At the step S518, a determination is made as to whether the counter CNT has the value CNT_MAX, which is
a predetermined threshold value. If the counter CNT has the value CNT_MAX, then it is assumed that the repeated
performance of the steps S504-S512 for the whole set of second order filter section audio processing sub-operations
202 is not yielding stable values for the control settings (e.g. two or more control settings could simply be swapping
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values for each performance of the steps S504-S512 for the whole set of second order filter section audio processing
sub-operations 202). Hence, processing continues at a step S522 at which an alternative control setting testing strategy
is implemented (as will be described with reference to figure 5b) before continuing at the step S524. Alternatively, if the
counter CNT does not have the value CNT_MAX then processing continues at the step S520. The use of the threshold
value CNT_MAX helps ensure that the optimization process will converge.
[0109] At the step S524, a determination is made as to whether the current iteration is the last iteration. For example,
a predetermined number of iterations may be performed in order to ensure that the optimization process will converge.
If the present iteration is not the last iteration, then processing continues at a step S526 at which the δ-values are reduced
- this may, preferably, be achieved by halving each δ-value. Processing would then return to the step S502 at which a
new iteration is commenced. Alternatively, if the present iteration is the last iteration, then processing terminates at a
step S528. At the step S528, the respective configuration parameters for the/each second order filter section are deter-
mined as a function of the respective values for their control settings. Similarly, the gain (g) for the gain controller audio
processing sub-operation 202 may be set using the method described above with reference to the step S508. The
configuration for the audio processing operation 200 is then output from the step S306, the configuration comprising the
determined configuration parameters for the/each audio processing sub-operation 202.
[0110] Turning, then, to figure 5b, the processing of the step S522 is shown in more detail. In particular, the step S522
is reached when trying to optimize the control setting values for each audio processing sub-operation 202 individually
has not resulted in stable values after a predetermined (CNT_MAX) number of attempts. Hence, at the step S522, the
optimization process attempts to determine values for each audio processing sub-operation 202 collectively (i.e. by
considering the/each audio processing sub-operation 202 together with the other audio processing sub-operations 202,
instead of individually). In this way, changes made to values of control settings of one audio processing sub-operation
202 do not feedback into changes to be made to value of control settings for other audio processing sub-operations 202.
[0111] Hence, at a step S530, n-tuples of test-values for the control settings of all of the second order filter section
audio processing sub-operations 202 are identified. This is performed in a similar manner to the step S506, but when
considering the entire set of control settings for all of the audio processing sub-operations 202, instead of the control
settings for a single audio processing sub-operation 202. In this way, all possible values of a control setting without
modification by its δ-value or with an increment or a decrement by its δ-value are tried in combination with the analogous
possible values for the other control settings across all of the second order filter section audio processing sub-operations
202.
[0112] At a step S532, each of the identified n-tuples of values for the control settings is tested. In particular, for each
n-tuple: (a) corresponding values for the configuration parameters for the/each audio processing sub-operation 202 are
determined as a function of the respective control settings; (b) the frequency response of the resulting audio processing
operation 200 is calculated (by methods well known in this field of technology); and (c) a difference between the calculated
frequency response and the target frequency response is calculated (in the same way as described above for the step
S508).
[0113] At a step S534, the n-tuple which led to the smallest calculated difference/error is chosen and the control
settings for the/each second order filter section audio processing sub-operation 202 are set to the corresponding values
from this n-tuple. This ends the processing for the step S522.
[0114] It will be appreciated that the optimization process described above with reference to figures 5a and 5b is
merely one example optimization process and that other techniques of adjusting one or more of the control settings so
as to reduce the difference between the target frequency response and the frequency response of the resulting audio
processing operation 200 may be used. However, as mentioned, the optimization procedures used preferably (a) work
on control settings (local, monotonic and proportional) and (b) measure the difference between the target frequency
response and the frequency response of the resulting audio processing operation 200 in the log-frequency vs amplitude
domain or in the log-frequency vs log-amplitude domain.
[0115] Whilst the above embodiments of the invention have been described with reference to reducing the difference
between frequency responses, it will be appreciated that analogous processing could be performed based on phase
responses instead (i.e. the optimization process may operate on the control settings so as to reduce a difference between
a target phase response and the phase response of the resulting audio processing operation 200).
[0116] Moreover, some embodiments may be arranged to consider both frequency responses and phase responses.
In such an embodiment, for any particular n-tuple (identified at the step S506 or S532): (a) a first difference between a
target frequency response and the frequency response of the resulting audio processing operation 200 may be deter-
mined; (b) a second difference between a target phase response and the phase response of the resulting audio processing
operation 200 may be determined; and (c) the difference/error for this n-tuple may be a weighted sum of the first and
second differences.
[0117] It will be appreciated that embodiments of the invention may be implemented using a variety of different infor-
mation processing systems. In particular, although figure 1 and the discussion thereof provide an exemplary computing
architecture and computer, this is presented merely to provide a useful reference in discussing various aspects of the
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invention. Of course, the description of the architecture has been simplified for purposes of discussion, and it is just one
of many different types of architecture that may be used for embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated that the
boundaries between logic blocks are merely illustrative and that alternative embodiments may merge logic blocks or
elements, or may impose an alternate decomposition of functionality upon various logic blocks or elements.
[0118] As described above, the system 100 comprises a computer 102. The computer 102 may be a personal computer
system, a mainframe, a minicomputer, a server, a workstation, a notepad, a personal digital assistant, or a mobile
telephone, or, indeed, any other computing platform suitable for executing embodiments of the invention.
[0119] It will be appreciated that, insofar as embodiments of the invention are implemented by a computer program,
then a storage medium and a transmission medium carrying the computer program form aspects of the invention. The
computer program may have one or more program instructions, or program code, which, when executed by a computer
carries out an embodiment of the invention. The term "program," as used herein, may be a sequence of instructions
designed for execution on a computer system, and may include a subroutine, a function, a procedure, an object method,
an object implementation, an executable application, an applet, a servlet, source code, object code, a shared library, a
dynamic linked library, and/or other sequences of instructions designed for execution on a computer system. The storage
medium may be a magnetic disc (such as a hard drive or a floppy disc), an optical disc (such as a CD-ROM, a DVD-
ROM or a BluRay disc), or a memory (such as a ROM, a RAM, EEPROM, EPROM, Flash memory or a portable/removable
memory device), etc. The transmission medium may be a communications signal, a data broadcast, a communications
link between two or more computers over a network, etc.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method of determining a configuration for an audio processing operation, wherein the
audio processing operation comprises a predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations, each
audio processing sub-operation being configurable with one or more respective configuration parameters, the method
comprising:

specifying (S302) the predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations;
specifying (S304) a target frequency response; and
performing (S306) a convergent optimization process to determine a configuration for the audio processing
operation that reduces a root mean squared error between a frequency response of the audio processing
operation and the target frequency response, wherein the configuration comprises a respective value for each
configuration parameter of each audio processing sub-operation;
characterised in that:

performing a convergent optimization process comprises performing a plurality of iterations that comprise
for each of said one or more audio processing sub-operations:

identifying a plurality of sets of values, each set of values comprising a respective value for each of
one or more control settings related to that audio processing sub-operation;
for each set of values, determining a root mean squared error between the target frequency response
and a frequency response for the audio processing operation with the one or more respective config-
uration parameters for said audio processing sub-operation determined based on the values for the
one or more control settings in said set of values and with a gain for the audio processing operation
set so that the mean of the target frequency response equals the mean of the frequency response for
the audio processing operation; and
determining each configuration parameter of that audio processing sub-operation as a respective func-
tion of at least one of the values in the set of values resulting in the smallest root mean squared error;

and for the or each control setting, one or more of the following apply:

(a) a change in the frequency response of the respective audio processing sub-operation caused by
adjusting that control setting is monotonically related to the adjustment of that control setting;
(b) adjusting that control setting causes a substantially localized change in the frequency response of
the respective audio processing sub-operation;
(c) the magnitude of a change in the frequency response of the respective audio processing sub-
operation caused by adjusting that control setting is substantially proportional to the magnitude of the
adjustment of that control setting.
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2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1 in which specifying the target frequency response comprises:

specifying a plurality of initial frequency responses; and
combining the initial frequency responses to form the target frequency response;
wherein specifying a plurality of initial frequency responses comprises one or more of:

(a) measuring a frequency response of an audio device or of a room and using the measured frequency
response as an initial frequency response;
(b) measuring a frequency response of an audio device or of a room and using an inverse of the measured
frequency response as an initial frequency response;
(c) using a predetermined frequency response as an initial frequency response;
(d) allowing a user to modify a curve representing a frequency response to define a desired frequency
response and using the desired frequency response as an initial frequency response; and
(e) using the frequency response of an audio equalizer or of a combination of a plurality of audio equalizers
as an initial frequency response.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 2 in which combining the initial frequency responses to form the target
frequency response comprises one or more of:

weighting one or more of the initial frequency responses;
adding at least two initial frequency responses;
subtracting one initial frequency response from another initial frequency response; and
using the frequency response defined by one initial frequency response over a first range of frequencies and
using the frequency response defined by another initial frequency response over a second range of frequencies.

4. The computer-implemented method of any one of the preceding claims in which the specified target frequency
response is independent of the predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 1 in which a control setting corresponds to an audio filter property
adjustable by operation of an audio equalizer.

6. The computer-implemented method of any one of the preceding claims comprising, after performing the convergent
optimization process:

allowing a user to modify the target frequency response; and
performing the convergent optimization process based on the modified target frequency response.

7. The computer-implemented method of any one of the preceding claims comprising:

receiving input audio data;
processing the input audio data using the audio processing operation configured according to the determined
configuration; and
outputting the processed input audio data;
wherein the method comprises, whilst performing the steps of receiving, processing and outputting:

specifying a new target frequency response; and
performing the convergent optimization process to determine a new configuration for the audio processing
operation based on the new target frequency response, wherein the step of processing is then arranged
to make use of the new configuration.

8. The computer-implemented method of any one of the preceding claims, in which the difference between the frequency
response of the audio processing operation and the target frequency response is measured over a user-defined set
of frequencies.

9. A method of configuring a target device, the target device comprising an audio processing operation, wherein the
audio processing operation comprises a predetermined set of one or more audio processing sub-operations, each
audio processing sub-operation being configurable with one or more respective configuration parameters, the method
comprising:
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determining a configuration for the audio processing operation using a method according to any one of the
preceding claims; and
applying the determined configuration to the audio processing operation of the target device.

10. An apparatus comprising a processor, the processor being arranged to carry out a computer-implemented method
according to any one of claims 1 to 8, or a method according to claim 9.

11. A computer program which, when executed by a computer, carries out a computer-implemented method according
to any one of claims 1 to 8, or a method according to claim 9.

12. A data carrying medium carrying a computer program according to claim 11.

13. A medium according to claim 12, in which the medium is a storage medium or a transmission medium.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren zum Bestimmen einer Konfiguration für einen Audioverarbeitungsvorgang,
wobei der Audioverarbeitungsvorgang einen vorgegebenen Satz von einem oder mehreren Audioverarbeitungsteil-
vorgängen umfasst, wobei jeder Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgang mit einem oder mehreren jeweiligen Konfigurati-
onsparametern konfigurierbar ist und wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Spezifizieren (S302) des vorgegebenen Satzes von einem oder mehreren Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgängen;
Spezifizieren (S304) eines Zielfrequenzganges; und
Durchführen (S306) eines konvergierenden Optimierungsprozesses, um eine Konfiguration für den Audiover-
arbeitungsvorgang zu bestimmen, die einen mittleren quadratischen Fehler zwischen einem Frequenzgang des
Audioverarbeitungsvorgangs und dem Zielfrequenzgang vermindert, wobei die Konfiguration für jeden Konfi-
gurationsparameter eines jeden Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgangs einen entsprechenden Wert aufweist;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

ein Ausführen eines konvergierenden Optimierungsprozesses umfasst, mehrere Iterationen durchzuführen,
die für jeden des einen oder der mehreren Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgänge umfassen:

Identifizieren von mehreren Sätzen von Werten, wobei jeder Satz von Werten für einen oder mehrere
Steuereinstellungen, die sich auf den Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgang beziehen, jeweils einen entspre-
chenden Wert aufweist;
Bestimmen eines mittleren quadratischen Fehlers zwischen dem Zielfrequenzgang und einem Fre-
quenzgang für den Audioverarbeitungsvorgang für jeden Satz von Werten, wobei der eine oder die
mehreren jeweiligen Konfigurationsparameter für den Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgang auf Basis der
Werte für die eine oder die mehreren Steuereinstellungen in dem Satz von Werten bestimmt werden
und wobei ein Stellfaktor für den Audioverarbeitungsvorgang so gesetzt wird, dass der Mittelwert des
Zielfrequenzgangs dem Mittelwert des Frequenzgangs für den Audioverarbeitungsvorgang entspricht;
und
Bestimmen eines jeden Konfigurationsparameters für den Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgang als entspre-
chende Funktion von zumindest einem der Werte in dem Satz von Werten, der den kleinsten mittleren
quadratischen Fehler ergibt;

wobei für die oder jede der Steuereinstellungen einer oder mehrere der folgenden Punkte zutreffen:

(a) eine Änderung des Frequenzgangs des jeweiligen Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgangs, die durch ein
Verändern der Steuereinstellung hervorgerufen wurde, steht mit der Veränderung dieser Steuerein-
stellung in einer monotonen Beziehung;
(b) ein Verändern der Steuereinstellung führt zu einer im Wesentlichen lokalisierten Änderung des
Frequenzgangs des jeweiligen Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgangs;
(c) die Größe einer Änderung des Frequenzgangs des jeweiligen Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgangs, die
durch Verändern der Steuereinstellung hervorgerufen wurde, ist im Wesentlichen proportional zu der
Größe der Veränderung der Steuereinstellung.
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2. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein Spezifizieren des Zielfrequenzganges umfasst:

Spezifizieren von mehreren anfänglichen Frequenzgängen; und
Kombinieren der anfänglichen Frequenzgänge zur Bildung des Zielfrequenzganges;
wobei ein Spezifizieren von mehreren anfänglichen Frequenzgängen einen oder mehrere der folgenden Punkte
umfasst:

(a) Messen eines Frequenzganges eines Audiogeräts oder eines Raums und Verwenden des gemessenen
Frequenzganges als anfänglichen Frequenzgang;
(b) Messen eines Frequenzganges eines Audiogeräts oder eines Raums und Verwenden einer Umkehr-
funktion des gemessenen Frequenzganges als anfänglichen Frequenzgang;
(c) Verwenden eines vorgegebenen Frequenzganges als anfänglichen Frequenzgang;
(d) Zulassen, dass ein Benutzer eine Kurve modifiziert, die einen Frequenzgang wiedergibt, um einen
gewünschten Frequenzgang zu definieren, und Verwenden des gewünschten Frequenzganges als anfäng-
lichen Frequenzgang; und
(e) Verwenden des Frequenzganges eines Audioequalizers oder einer Kombination von mehreren Audio-
equalizern als anfänglichen Frequenzgang.

3. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei ein Kombinieren der anfänglichen Frequenzgänge
zur Bildung des Zielfrequenzganges einen oder mehrere der folgenden Punkte umfasst:

Gewichten von einem oder mehreren anfänglichen Frequenzgänge;
Addieren von zumindest zwei anfänglichen Frequenzgängen; Subtrahieren eines anfänglichen Frequenzganges
von einem anderen anfänglichen Frequenzgang; und
Verwenden des Frequenzganges, der von einem anfänglichen Frequenzgang über einen ersten Frequenzbe-
reich definiert ist, und Verwenden des Frequenzganges, der von einem anderen anfänglichen Frequenzgang
über einen zweiten Frequenzbereich definiert ist.

4. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem der spezifizierte Zielfre-
quenzgang unabhängig von dem vorgegebenen Satz von einem oder mehreren Audioverarbeitungsteilvorgängen
ist.

5. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, bei dem eine Steuereinstellung einer Audiofiltereigenschaft
entspricht, die durch Betätigung eines Audioequalizers verändert werden kann.

6. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, das umfasst, dass nach einem
Ausführen des konvergierenden Optimierungsprozesses:

zugelassen wird, dass ein Benutzer den Zielfrequenzgang modifiziert; und
der konvergierende Optimierungsprozess auf Basis des modifizierten Zielfrequenzganges ausgeführt wird.

7. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, das umfasst:

Empfangen von Eingangsaudiodaten;
Verarbeiten der Eingangsaudiodaten unter Verwendung des Audioverarbeitungsvorgangs, der entsprechend
der bestimmten Konfiguration konfiguriert ist; und
Ausgeben der verarbeiteten Eingangsaudiodaten;
wobei das Verfahren umfasst, während die Schritte zum Empfangen, Verarbeiten und Ausgeben durchgeführt
werden:

Spezifizieren eines neuen Zielfrequenzganges; und
Ausführen des konvergierenden Optimierungsprozesses, um eine neue Konfiguration für den Audioverar-
beitungsvorgang auf Basis des neuen Zielfrequenzganges zu bestimmen, wobei der Verarbeitungsschritt
dann ausgebildet ist, die neue Konfiguration zu verwenden.

8. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Unterschied zwischen
dem Frequenzgang des Audioverarbeitungsvorgangs und dem Zielfrequenzgang über einen benutzerdefinierten
Satz von Frequenzen gemessen wird.
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9. Verfahren zum Konfigurieren eines Zielgerätes, wobei das Zielgerät einen Audioverarbeitungsvorgang umfasst,
wobei der Audioverarbeitungsvorgang einen vorgegebenen Satz von einem oder mehreren Audioverarbeitungsteil-
vorgängen umfasst, wobei jeder udioverarbeitungsteilvorgang mit einem oder mehreren jeweiligen Konfigurations-
parametern konfigurierbar ist und wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Bestimmen einer Konfiguration für den Audioverarbeitungsvorgang unter Verwendung eines Verfahrens nach
einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche; und
Anwenden der bestimmten Konfiguration auf den Audioverarbeitungsvorgang des Zielgerätes.

10. Vorrichtung, die einen Prozessor aufweist, wobei der Prozessor zur Ausführung eines computerimplementierten
Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8 oder eines Verfahrens nach Anspruch 9 ausgebildet ist.

11. Computerprogramm, das bei Ausführung durch einen Computer ein computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 8 oder ein Verfahren nach Anspruch 9 ausführt.

12. Datenträgermedium, das ein Computerprogramm nach Anspruch 11 enthält.

13. Medium nach Anspruch 12, wobei es sich bei dem Medium um ein Speichermedium oder ein Übertragungsmedium
handelt.

Revendications

1. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur afin de déterminer une configuration pour une opération de traitement audio,
dans lequel l’opération de traitement audio comprend un ensemble prédéterminé d’une ou plusieurs sous-opérations
de traitement audio, chaque sous-opération de traitement pouvant être configurée avec un ou plusieurs paramètres
de configuration respectifs, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

spécifier (S302) l’ensemble prédéterminé d’une ou plusieurs sous-opérations de traitement audio ;
spécifier (S304) une réponse de fréquence cible ; et
exécuter (S306) un processus d’optimisation convergent pour déterminer une configuration pour l’opération de
traitement audio qui réduit une erreur quadratique moyenne entre une réponse de fréquence de l’opération de
traitement audio et la réponse de fréquence cible, dans lequel la configuration comprend une valeur respective
pour chaque paramètre de configuration ;
caractérisé par les étapes consistant à :

exécuter un processus d’optimisation convergent comprenant l’exécution d’une pluralité d’itérations qui
comprennent pour chacune desdites une ou plusieurs sous-opérations de traitement audio les étapes
consistant à :

identifier une pluralité d’ensembles de valeurs, chaque ensemble de valeurs comprenant une valeur
respective pour chacun d’un ou plusieurs réglages de commande associés à cette sous-opération de
traitement audio ;
pour chaque ensemble de valeurs, déterminer une erreur quadratique moyenne entre la réponse de
fréquence cible et une réponse de fréquence pour l’opération de traitement audio avec les un ou
plusieurs paramètres de configuration respectifs pour ladite sous-opération de traitement audio déter-
minés sur la base des valeurs des un ou plusieurs réglages de commande dans ledit ensemble de
valeurs, et avec un gain pour l’ensemble d’opérations de traitement de sorte que la moyenne de la
réponse de fréquence cible soit égale à la moyenne de la réponse de fréquence de l’opération de
traitement audio ; et
déterminer chaque paramètre de configuration de cette sous-opération de traitement audio en tant que
fonction respective d’au moins l’une des valeurs dans l’ensemble de valeurs résultant de la plus petite
erreur quadratique moyenne ;

et pour le ou chaque réglage de commande, un ou plusieurs des éléments suivants s’appliquent :

(a) un changement dans la réponse de fréquence de la sous-opération de traitement audio respective
provoqué par l’ajustement de ce réglage de commande est lié de façon monotone à l’ajustement de
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ce réglage de commande ;
(b) l’ajustement de ce réglage de commande provoque un changement sensiblement localisé dans la
réponse de fréquence de la sous-opération de traitement audio respective ;
(c) l’amplitude d’un changement dans la réponse de fréquence de la sous-opération de traitement
audio respective provoqué par l’ajustement de ce réglage de commande est sensiblement proportion-
nelle à l’amplitude de l’ajustement de ce réglage de commande.

2. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la spécification de la réponse de fréquence
cible comprend les étapes consistant à :

spécifier une pluralité de réponses de fréquence initiales ; et
combiner les réponses de fréquence initiales pour former la réponse de fréquence cible ;
dans lequel la spécification d’une pluralité de réponses de fréquence initiales comprend une ou plusieurs des
étapes consistant à :

(a) mesurer une réponse de fréquence d’un dispositif audio ou d’une pièce et utiliser la réponse de fréquence
mesurée en tant que réponse de fréquence initiale ;
(b) mesurer une réponse de fréquence d’un dispositif audio ou d’une pièce et utiliser un inverse de la
réponse de fréquence mesurée en tant que réponse de fréquence initiale ;
(c) utiliser une réponse de fréquence prédéterminée en tant que réponse de fréquence initiale ;
(d) permettre à un utilisateur de modifier une courbe représentant une réponse de fréquence pour définir
une réponse de fréquence souhaitée et utiliser la réponse de fréquence souhaitée en tant que réponse de
fréquence initiale ; et
(e) utiliser la réponse de fréquence d’un égaliseur audio ou d’une combinaison d’une pluralité d’égaliseurs
audio en tant que réponse de fréquence initiale.

3. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la combinaison des réponses de fréquence
initiales pour former la réponse de fréquence cible comprend une ou plusieurs des étapes consistant à :

pondérer une ou plusieurs des réponses de fréquence initiales ;
ajouter au moins deux réponses de fréquence initiales ;
soustraire une première réponse de fréquence initiale d’une autre réponse de fréquence initiale ; et
utiliser la réponse de fréquence définie par une première réponse de fréquence initiale sur une première plage
de fréquences et utiliser la réponse de fréquence définie par une autre réponse de fréquence initiale sur une
seconde plage de fréquences.

4. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la réponse
de fréquence cible spécifiée est indépendante de l’ensemble prédéterminé d’une ou plusieurs sous-opérations de
traitement audio.

5. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un réglage de commande correspond à
une propriété de filtre audio ajustable par l’actionnement d’un égaliseur audio.

6. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes comprenant, après
avoir effectué le processus d’optimisation convergent, les étapes consistant à :

permettre à un utilisateur de modifier la réponse de fréquence cible ; et
effectuer le processus d’optimisation convergent sur la base de la réponse de fréquence cible modifiée.

7. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant les étapes
consistant à :

recevoir des données audio d’entrée ;
traiter les données audio d’entrée en utilisant l’opération de traitement audio configurée en fonction de la
configuration déterminée ; et
délivrer en sortie les données audio d’entrée traitées ;
dans lequel le procédé comprend, tout en effectuant les étapes de réception, de traitement et de délivrance en
sortie, les étapes consistant à :
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spécifier une nouvelle réponse de fréquence cible ; et
effectuer le processus d’optimisation convergent pour déterminer une nouvelle configuration pour l’opération
de traitement audio en fonction de la nouvelle réponse de fréquence cible, dans lequel l’étape de traitement
est ensuite prévue pour utiliser la nouvelle configuration.

8. Procédé implémenté par ordinateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la diffé-
rence entre la réponse de fréquence de l’opération de traitement audio et la réponse de fréquence cible est mesurée
sur un ensemble de fréquences défini par un utilisateur.

9. Procédé de configuration d’un dispositif cible, le dispositif cible comprenant une opération de traitement audio, dans
lequel l’opération de traitement audio comprend un ensemble prédéterminé d’une ou de plusieurs sous-opérations
de traitement audio, chaque sous-opération de traitement audio pouvant être configurée avec un ou plusieurs
paramètres de configuration respectifs, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

déterminer une configuration pour l’opération de traitement audio en utilisant un procédé selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes ; et
appliquer la configuration déterminée à l’opération de traitement audio du dispositif cible.

10. Appareil comprenant un processeur, le processeur étant agencé pour mettre en oeuvre un procédé implémenté
par ordinateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, ou un procédé selon la revendication 9.

11. Programme informatique qui, lorsqu’il est exécuté par un ordinateur, met en oeuvre un procédé implémenté par
ordinateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, ou un procédé selon la revendication 9.

12. Support de données supportant un programme informatique selon la revendication 11.

13. Support selon la revendication 12, dans lequel le support est un support de stockage ou un support de transmission.
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